The chaotic generation is of great interest in Encryption/Decryption process. It is increasingly applied in Key generation that is used for encryption/decryption of plain text data before transmission to the required destination. The chaos pattern is first generated as phenomena of nonlinear unstable analog circuit. The problem is limited word length size of the key generated (small key space) which has low brittle force and it is susceptible to key estimation and as a result weak security. In this paper a new algorithm of adaptive digital chaotic generator is proposed and keys blocks of different length are produced. The randomness of the generated key sequences is tested and evaluated for different initial conditions and different learning periods. The results are encouraged.
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A new adaptive chaotic Key generation is introduced in this paper. The New algorithm is based on the implication of the adaptive auto-recursive (AR) digital filtering techniques. The proposed algorithm passes the randomness test and it can be changed and handed in secured manners easily.
The chaos dynamical system can be defined as nonlinear system that is highly sensitive to initial conditions. These systems may be deterministic or stochastic systems. Deterministic systems mean that their future behavior is fully determined by their initial conditions, with no random elements involved. In other words, the deterministic nature of these systems does not make them predictable. This behavior is known as deterministic chaos, or simply chaos [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
This paper includes six sections. Section two presents a digital chaotic generator. The adaptive chaotic generator is proposed in section three. Section four highlights the simulation performance of both the fixed coefficient digital chaotic key generator and the adaptive coefficient chaotic key one. The section five focuses on the valuable conclusions and points out to the future prospections in this field.
Digital Chaotic Key Generator
The digital chaotic Key generator is depicted in Fig. 1 . It is represented by an ndimensional auto-regressive (AR) filter followed by two's complement overflow. The output signal can be expressed as [5] [6] :
Where the input signal, z k is considered a uniform random signal
{ c i } and { y i k  } are defined respectively as the filter coefficients and the preceding outputs. The two's complement overflow nonlinearity function can be defined as:
The input/output model of the digital chaotic encoder can be described by: 
Adaptive Chaotic Key Generator
The fixed coefficients digital encoder/decoder defined by eqn. (1), can be updated adaptively using the LMS adaptation algorithm. Fig. 2 . Illustrates the adaptive digital chaotic key generator. The coefficients { c i } are considered time varying and updated such that the mean square of the error (MSE) is minimized. The coefficients are initially set equal to zeros [6] [7] [8] .
The output signal of the digital encoder in eq. (1) can be expressed in matrix notation as:
Where the coefficients vector is defined as:
and the observation vector can be expressed by:
The error signal is defined as:
The coefficient vector  k is updated such that the mean square of the error signal defined in (7) is minimized. Hence the filter coefficient vector is updated as:
Substituting eq. (7) in eq.(8) yields:
At the end of the learning period, the filter coefficients converge to the optimal values and the output signal, y k is considered chaotic random signals and are used as key generations. The randomness of the Key generation is tested and compared with those are generated from the fixed coefficients AR filter.
Performance Results
The chaotic digital key generator depicted in Fig.1 is implemented via computer simulation using the MATLAB program. The AR filter coefficients values are considered time invariant and are fixed during the simulation. An AR digital filter is implemented with three fixed coefficients (c1=2.2,c2=3.5 and c3=2.0). The output sequences { } of the fixed coefficients chaotic Key generator are displayed versus time as shown in Fig.3 . These outputs represent the chaotic Keys. Moreover, the output sequences { } are plotted versus the past output sequences { −1 } as depicted in Fig.4 . It is apparent that the output sequences seem to be in chaotic states [14] . Moreover, the adaptive chaotic key generator depicted in Fig.2 is implemented using the MATLAB program. The adaptive AR filter is implemented with three coefficients. The coefficient values are set initially equal to zeros. The LMS adaptation algorithm defined in eqn. (9) is used to update the filter coefficients. Furthermore, the output sequences, { } are measured after a certain adaptation time, T that is called the convergence time of the adaptation algorithm (It is equal to 500 samples in this simulation). Also, the output sequences, { } are displayed versus time as shown in Fig.5 . These output sequences represent the chaotic Keys. The output sequences, { } of the adaptive key generator are displayed versus the past output sequences, { −1 } as depicted in Fig.6 . It is obvious that the output sequences appear in chaotic states. Furthermore, the randomness of the output sequences of both the fixed digital key generator and the adaptive key one are measured, tested as shown in Table 1 . It is clear that the output sequences of both the key generators pass the Hypothesis Test. Also, the statistical parameters of the output sequences, for both the fixed coefficients digital Key generator and adaptive chaotic Key one are compared and listed in Table- 1 [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Conclusion
The chaotic system is so sensitive and is dependent on the initial conditions. An adaptive chaotic key generator is proposed to obtain variable lengths keys. The keys pass the randomness Hypothesis test. The statistical parameters of the adaptive chaotic key generator is equivalent to those of the time invariant chaotic key generator. The proposed adaptive key generator is attractive and can be applied in encryption/decryption processes for its simplicity, security and ease in handling between the sender and the destination. 
